
 

   
The City of Kelowna is involving stakeholders and the community-at-large in the development of a 
plan for the Civic Block. In April, planners met with key stakeholder groups affected by development 
in the area to identify issues and explore opportunities to enhance community living, drive economic 
vibrancy, and continue the revitalization of downtown. Feedback from these meetings is helping to set 
the direction for the plan and future engagement activities with the community. Visit 
www.kelowna.ca/mydowntown to read notes from the sessions as they are completed.  

 
Arts and Culture 
Meeting on April 15, 2015 
 

• There are many requests for public performance space. Prospera Place is an engine in 
the area and could be opened for other opportunities during the low season (i.e. 
running track). 

• Greater population in the area might support more restaurants and coffee shops and 
longer hours of activity.  

• Families are underserved in the area. A children’s museum downtown could help 
revitalize the area and support family life. 

• Increasing the amount of art and design by extending the Artwalk to Bernard and 
incorporating art and design features into public infrastructure (i.e. incorporate 
creative use of lighting, music and aesthetics in fixtures such as garbage bins and 
benches) would help animate the area. Festivals Kelowna could assist with animating 
public spaces (i.e. public plaza and walkways.) 

• Connections downtown are impeded by construction and infrastructure (i.e. firelane 
that bisects the Artwalk.) Good walking paths and connections between the east and 
west and to the lake should be considered in the plan. Opportunity to address through 
extension of the Artwalk. 

• Much of the activity downtown is indoors where visibility is low. Make activity inside 
buildings visible to outdoor pedestrians and make building facades more transparent to 
animate the street with cultural activity. Some public spaces are 
not well understood (i.e. Kasugai Gardens). 

• Introduce a public plaza to increase the outdoor presence. 
Introduce a centre piece or focus in the plaza (i.e. art, fountain or 
stage). Space needs to be flexible for a variety of programming and 
accommodate noise, activity, and activities.  Consider new space 
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(i.e. RCMP) or reinventing existing (i.e. Arts Common) for plaza. Look to Midtown 
Detroit Techtown District for ideas. 

• Consider opportunities to foster an arts community and support a resurgence of the 
artisan and crafter lifestyle in the area (i.e. Vernon arts centre is occupied by a shared 
communal arts group.)   

• Technology can be incorporated to help with way finding and to celebrate public 
spaces and destinations (i.e. solar system ‘wayfinding’ and multi-media screens). 

• Streets such as Bernard, Doyle and Smith Avenues offer potential for flex use for a 
variety of public programming (i.e. Hot Night in Kamloops) to attract patrons. Look for 
ways to incorporate water, lighting and greenspace into the design. Ensure areas 
connect through multi-modal transportation (i.e. bike and walking and transit) and 
have adequate public washrooms.  

 

 


